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About Ikizu 
Ikizu is a Bantu language, classified as JE402 (Maho 2009), spoken in the Mara 
Region of Tanzania.  

 
Purpose of this document 
This document is intended to be a very basic reference to the common 
morphosyntactic structures of Ikizu. Though we hope that other linguists will be 
able to make use of it, its primary purpose is to help non-linguists (who have at least 
a small amount of linguistic training) who are working with the language, e.g. 
literacy workers, translators, translation consultants, spell-checkers, etc.  For this 
reason, data is written in the Ikizu orthography, with the aim that it is more 
accessible to our intended audience.  
 
A note about the Ikizu orthography 
The following Ikizu language data is written in orthographic form. There are seven 
vowels and nineteen consonants in Ikizu. Vowel and consonant letters (graphemes) 
are shown below, along with the sounds (phonemes) which they represent. 
 
Vowelsː 
graphemes i ɨ e a o ʉ u 

phonemes i e ɛ ɑ ɔ o u 
 
Consonantsː 
graphemes bh ch d g h j k m n ng' ny p r s sh t w y z 

phonemes β~
b 

tʃ d g h dʒ k m n ŋ ɲ p ɾ s ʃ t w j z 

 
Note that all seven vowel phonemes have long vowel counterparts. There is both 
contrastive and conditioned vowel length, but only contrastive length is written. See 
the Ikizu Orthography Statement for more detail.  
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1. Noun classes 

Prefix (and augment) vowels for many noun classes alternate according to leftward-
spreading height harmony.  Underlying prefix vowels (usually the vowels ɨ, ʉ) are 
in the far left column, with other alternations in the second and third columns. 
When the high vowels i, u are the first vowels in the root, the prefix raises to be 
high. When the vowels e, o are the first vowels in the root, the prefix lowers to be 
open-mid. 
 
 Prefix Example  Gloss Example  Gloss Example  Gloss 
1 ʉmʉ- ʉmʉkari woman umusubhɨ man omobhohwa prisoner 
1a   zaazi ancestor     
2 abha- abhakari women     
2a bha- bhazaazi ancestors     
3 ʉmʉ- ʉmʉgʉndʉ farm umuniini yolk omorero fire 
4 ɨmɨ- ɨmɨbhɨrɨ bodies iminiini yolks emerero fires 
5 iri- iriina name ribhigi2 cave   
6 ama- amabhigi caves     
6a ama- amanzi water     
7 ɨkɨ- ɨkɨgʉrʉ mountain ikikubha chest ekegero thing 
8 ɨbhɨ- ɨbhɨgʉrʉ mountains ibhiriiri shades ebhegero things 
9 ɨN- ɨmbaata duck imbuuri goat enzobhooro meaning 
9a ɨ- ɨka lion ihiiri bull ezeeze harp 
10 zɨN- zɨnzʉki bees zingubhu kiboko zenzero fishtraps 
10a zɨ- zɨka lions zihiiri bulls zezeeze harps 
11 ʉrʉ- ʉrʉganda clan urusikʉ day orogendo trip 
12 aka- akagʉndʉ little farm     
13 ʉtʉ- ʉtʉgʉndʉ little 

farms 
utuhiiri little bulls otogoko little 

chickens 
14 ʉbhʉ- ʉbhʉsʉngʉ poison ubhuzi thread obhototo dirt 
15 ʉkʉ- ʉkʉgʉra to buy ukuhika to arrive okobhoko arm 
16 aha- ahagero place     
17 kʉ- kʉmʉgʉndʉ at the 

farm 
kumutwe at the head kozegoko at the 

chickens 

                                                 
2 Words in class five are often pronounced without the augment vowel. Also note that the prefix is 
underlyingly a first degree (high) vowel and thus does not harmonize in the same way as other 
prefixes. One of the few words which exhibits a different vowel quality in the prefix is ɨrɨɨtʉ ‘giant.’ 
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18 mʉ- mʉnyanza in the lake mumutwe in the head mogoko in the 
chicken 

19 ɨhɨ- ɨhɨgʉndʉ little 
farms 

ihihiiri little bulls ehegoko little 
chickens 

20 ʉgʉ- ʉgʉgʉndʉ big farm uguhiiri big bull ogogoko big 
chicken 

 

Usual singular-plural pairings include 1/2, 3/4, 5/6, 7/8, 9/10, 11/10, 12/13~19, 
14/6, 15/6, and 20/6. 

2. Personal pronouns and their agreement 

The following table lists the personal pronouns and their subject and object 
agreement prefixes. The final column lists the possessive pronoun root for each 
person and number. The subject and object prefixes in the following chart follow 
height harmony.  The underlying form is listed first, and alternations follow.   
 

Person Pronoun Subject prefix Object prefix Poss. pronoun 
1SG inyɨ nɨ- / ni- / ne- / n- nɨ- / ni- / ne- / n- -anɨ 
2SG awɨ ʉ- / u- / o- / w- kʉ- / ku- / ko- -azʉ 
3SG ewe a- mʉ- / mu- / mo- -azɨ 
1PL itwɨ tʉ- / tu- / to- tʉ- / tu- / to- -ɨtʉ 
2PL imwɨ mʉ- / mu- / mo- bha- -anyu 
3PL ɨbhʉ bha- bha- -abhʉ 

 
Ikizu displays a pervasive form of total height harmony, in which most prefix 
vowels are underlyingly the second degree vowels ɨ, ʉ, but these vowels are raised 
when they occur before the first degree vowels i, u, and they are lowered when they 
occur before the third degree vowels e, o. The underlying form of the prefix occurs 
before the vowels ɨ, ʉ, a. Note that these prefix alternations occur in many of the 
agreement prefixes listed in the remainder of the document, but these alternations 
are not always listed.  
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3. Noun class agreement 

The following table shows the nominal prefixes for each class, as well as the 
corresponding pronominal, enumerative and verbal agreement prefixes. The 
nominal prefix is used for nouns and adjectives. The pronominal prefix is used for a 
variety of pronominal forms (§3.1), associatives (§3.2), possessives (§3.3), and 
demonstratives (§3.4). The enumerative prefix is used for numerals (§3.5) and the 
‘how many’ form (§3.1). Only underlying forms are shown in cases in which the 
alternations follow the language’s normal vowel harmony and glide formation rules. 
 
NC Nominal Pronominal  Enumerative Subject Object 
1 ʉmʉ- ʉ- / wʉ-  ʉ- / wʉ-  a- mʉ- 
2 abha- bha- bha- bha- bha- 
3 ʉmʉ- gʉ- gʉ- gʉ- gʉ- 
4 ɨmɨ- gɨ- / j-3 ɨ- gɨ- gɨ- 
5 (i)ri- rɨ- rɨ- rɨ- rɨ- 
6 ama- ga- a- ga- ga- 
7 ɨkɨ- kɨ- / ch-4 kɨ- kɨ- kɨ- 
8 ɨbhɨ- bhɨ- bhɨ- bhɨ- bhɨ- 
9 ɨ- / ɨn- ɨ- / yɨ- ɨ- / yɨ- ɨ- ɨ- / yɨ- 
10 zɨ- / zɨn- zɨ- / z-5 i- zɨ- zɨ- 
11 ʉrʉ- rʉ- rʉ- rʉ- rʉ- 
12 aka- ka- ka- ka- ka- 
13 ʉtʉ- tʉ- tʉ- tʉ- tʉ- 
14 ʉbhʉ- bhʉ- bhʉ- bhʉ- bhʉ- 
15 ʉkʉ- kʉ- kʉ- kʉ- kʉ- 

                                                 
3 A common phonological process in Ikizu is that the palatalized consonant gy is realized as j. 
Therefore, whenever the prefix gɨ- precedes a vowel-initial morpheme, the vowel of the prefix 
desyllabifies, and the palatalized consonant surfaces as j. A similar process occurs when the 
consonant k is palatalized. The palatalized consonant ky is realized as ch, thus explaining the 
alternation to ch- in the class 7 agreement prefixes. 
4 See the previous footnote concerning the alternation between kɨ- and ch-. 
5 Unlike other pronominal prefixes with the shape CV-, the vowel of class 10 prefix zɨ- does not 
desyllabify before a vowel-initial root. Instead, the vowel ɨ elides altogether. Therefore, the 
associative is za, not *zya, and the 1SG possessive pronoun is zaanɨ, not *zyanɨ. 
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16 aha- ha- ha- ha- ha- 
19 ɨhɨ- hɨ- hɨ- hɨ- hɨ- 
20 ʉgʉ- gʉ- gʉ- gʉ gʉ 
236 i- / ɨ-7 (i)wa- -- -- -- 
 
Note that these prefixes are subject to vowel harmony as well as glide formation 
before vowel-initial morphemes. The pronominal and enumerative agreement 
prefixes for classes 1 and 9 are unique; sometimes they surface as a single vowel, 
but other times a semivowel is inserted in addition to the prefix vowel.8 Note the 
class 10 enumerative prefix i- which is invariably a first degree vowel, unlike other 
class 10 prefix vowels. 

3.1 Quantificational, Set and Interrogative Pronouns  
The following four pronouns (quantificational -ʉsi, set pronouns -ene and –ndɨ, and 
interrogative –ahɨ) take the pronominal prefix. The two set pronouns also have the 
augment vowel, but in every other way their prefixes align with those on other 
pronominal forms. The interrogative -rɨnga ‘how many’ is also listed, which takes 
the enumerative prefix. 
 

  

                                                 
6 The locative class 23 has a very limited presence in the Ikizu class system. It is used for 
demonstratives, possessives and as a verbal locative enclitic -yʉ. There are also a limited number of 
words which seem to be inherent to the class, including yiika ‘home’, inyuma ‘behind’, and iyaasɨ 
‘below’. 
7  The exact form of this prefix is unclear, as described in Gray (2012). 
8 The initial semivowel is always present if there is an augment vowel. It also occurs in 
demonstrative forms. Note that this process seems to be different than the common one in which the 
vowel prefixes ʉ- and ɨ- desyllabify before a vowel-initial morpheme, as in the associative and all of 
the possessive pronouns. 
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NC -ʉsi ‘all, 
whole’ 

-ene ‘self’ -ndɨ ‘other’ -ahɨ ‘which’ -rɨnga ‘how 
many’ 

1 wʉʉsi umwene9 ʉwʉndɨ wahɨ10  
2 bhʉʉsi abheene abhandɨ bhaahɨ bharɨnga 
3 gwʉsi ugwene ʉgʉndɨ gwahɨ  
4 jʉsi ijene ɨgɨndɨ jahɨ ɨrɨnga 
5 ryʉsi iryene ɨrɨndɨ ryahɨ  
6 gʉʉsi ageene agandɨ gaahɨ arɨnga 
7 chʉsi icheene ɨkɨndɨ chahɨ  
8 bhyʉsi ibhyene ɨbhɨndɨ bhyahɨ bhɨrɨnga 
9 yʉʉsi iyeene ɨyɨndɨ yahɨ  
10 zʉʉsi izeene ɨzɨndɨ zahɨ irɨnga 
11 rwʉsi urwene ʉrʉndɨ rwahɨ  
12 kʉʉsi akeene akandɨ kaahɨ  
13 twʉsi utwene ʉtʉndɨ twahɨ tʉrɨnga 
14 bhwʉsi ubhwene ʉbhʉndɨ bhwahɨ bhʉrɨnga 
15 kwʉsi ukwene ʉkʉndɨ kwahɨ  
16 hʉʉsi aheene ahandɨ ahɨ / hayi  
19 hyʉsi ihyene ɨhɨndɨ hyahɨ hɨrɨnga 
20 gwʉsi ugwene ʉgʉndɨ gwahɨ  

3.2 Associatives 
The Ikizu associatives are written here in their underlying form with the vowel -a. 
In speech, this vowel elides, and the associative is pronounced together with the 
following word. 
 

                                                 
9  Note the use of the nominal/adjectival prefix with this class 1 form, as opposed to the expected 
pronominal prefix which is used in all other classes in the paradigm. 
10  Vowel length in these forms seems irregular, especially with classes 1, 9 and 10, in which the 
Ikizu pronounce a short vowel, whereas a long vowel is expected. 
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NC Associative  NC Associative  NC Associative 
1 wa  8 bhya  15 kwa 
2 bha  9 ya  16 ha 
3 gwa  10 za  19 hya 
4 ja  11 rwa  20 gwa 
5 rya  12 ka  23 wa 
6 ga  13 twa    
7 cha  14 bhwa    
 

3.3 Possessive Pronouns 
There are six possessive pronoun forms, and each form is listed below with noun 
class agreement prefixes for each class. 
 
NC 1SG ‘my’ 

-anɨ 
2SG ‘your’ 
-azʉ 

3SG ‘his’ 
-azɨ 

1PL ‘our’ 
-ɨtʉ 

2PL ‘your’ 
-anyu 

3PL ‘their’ 
-abhʉ 

1 waanɨ waazʉ waazɨ wɨɨtʉ waanyu waabhʉ 
2 bhaanɨ bhaazʉ bhaazɨ bhɨɨtʉ bhaanyu bhaabhʉ 
3 gwanɨ gwazʉ gwazɨ gwɨtʉ gwanyu gwabhʉ 
4 janɨ jazʉ jazɨ jɨtʉ janyu jabhʉ 
5 ryanɨ ryazʉ ryazɨ ryɨtʉ ryanyu ryabhʉ 
6 gaanɨ gaazʉ gaazɨ gɨɨtʉ gaanyu gaabhʉ 
7 chanɨ chazʉ chazɨ chɨtʉ chanyu chabhʉ 
8 bhyanɨ bhyazʉ bhyazɨ bhyɨtʉ bhyanyu bhyabhʉ 
9 yaanɨ yaazʉ yaazɨ yɨɨtʉ yaanyu yaabhʉ 
10 zaanɨ zaazʉ zaazɨ zɨɨtʉ zaanyu zaabhʉ 
11 rwanɨ rwazʉ rwazɨ rwɨtʉ rwanyu rwabhʉ 
12 kaanɨ kaazʉ kaazɨ kɨɨtʉ kaanyu kaabhʉ 
13 twanɨ twazʉ twazɨ twɨtʉ twanyu twabhʉ 
14 bhwanɨ bhwazʉ bhwazɨ bhwɨtʉ bhwanyu bhwabhʉ 
15 kwanɨ kwazʉ kwazɨ kwɨtʉ kwanyu kwabhʉ 
16 haanɨ haazʉ haazɨ hɨɨtʉ haanyu haabhʉ 
19 hyanɨ hyazʉ hyazɨ hyɨtʉ hyanyu hyabhʉ 
20 gwanɨ gwazʉ gwazɨ gwɨtʉ gwanyu gwabhʉ 
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2311 waanɨ waazʉ waazɨ wɨɨtʉ waanyu waabhʉ 
 
Note that the possessive pronouns above usually only apply to people. When 
referring to inanimate things, different forms are used. For example, in sets (a) and 
(b) below, the first phrase uses the 3SG possessive –azɨ, whereas the second uses 
-aku, which is used for anything besides human beings. 

a) igʉrʉ waazɨ  ‘above him/her’  
igʉrʉ waku  ‘above it’  

b) ubhuritʉ bhwazɨ  ‘weight of him/her’ 
ubhuritʉ bhwaku ‘weight of it’ 

It is possible that the inanimate form is a combination of the associative with a class 
17 locative enclitic. There is a similar form waho, which would be the associative 
together with the class 16 enclitic. 

3.4 Demonstratives 
There are three types of demonstratives in Ikizu, and each type agrees with the class 
of the noun which it modifies.  
 
NC proximal (near) referential distal (far) 
1 wʉnʉ wuyo wurya 
2 bhanʉ bhayo bharya 
3 gʉnʉ guyo gurya 
4 gɨnʉ giyo girya 
5 rɨnʉ riyo rirya 
6 ganʉ gayo garya 
7 kɨnʉ kiyo kirya 
8 bhɨnʉ bhiyo bhirya 
9 yɨnʉ yiyo yirya 
10 zɨnʉ ziyo zirya 
11 rʉnʉ ruyo rurya 
12 kanʉ kayo karya 
                                                 
11 The class 23 possessive pronouns can also occur with an additional prefix vowel i-, but it is 
unknown how the presence of this vowel changes the meaning. It could be an additional class 23 
agreement prefix or possibly an augment vowel. For example iwɨɨtʉ ‘our place/house’ or iwaabhʉ 
‘their place/house’. 
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13 tʉnʉ tuyo turya 
14 bhʉnʉ bhuyo bhurya 
15 kʉnʉ kuyo kurya 
16 hanʉ hayo harya 
19 hɨnʉ hiyo hirya 
20 gʉnʉ guyo gurya 
23 ɨnʉ iyo irya 
 

3.5 Numerals 

The following table shows numerals as they are inflected for noun classes 1-10. The 
numerals 7, 9 and 10 are invariable. Class 9/10 is used for general counting. Finally, 
note the class 10 prefix, which is the first degree vowel i-. The high vowel causes 
imbrication of the initial consonants of numerals 3, 4, 5 and 8, changing n to ny 
and t to s. 

       NC 
Num 

1/2 3/4 5/6 7/8 9/10 

1 wʉmwɨ gʉmwɨ rɨmwɨ kɨmwɨ yɨmwɨ 
2 bhabhɨrɨ ɨbhɨrɨ abhɨrɨ bhɨbhɨrɨ ibhɨrɨ 
3 bhatatʉ ɨtatʉ atatʉ bhɨtatʉ isatʉ 
4 bhane ene ane bhene inye 
5 bhataanʉ ɨtaanʉ ataanʉ bhɨtaanʉ isaanʉ 
6 bhasaasabha ɨsaasabha asaasabha bhɨsaasabha isaasabha 
7 muhungatɨ muhungatɨ muhungatɨ muhungatɨ muhungatɨ 
8 bhanaanɨ ɨnaanɨ anaanɨ bhɨnaanɨ inyanyɨ 
9 kenda kenda kenda kenda kenda 
10 ikumi ikumi ikumi ikumi ikumi 
11 ikumi na 

wʉmwɨ 
ikumi na 
gʉmwɨ 

ikumi na 
rɨmwɨ 

ikumi na 
kɨmwɨ 

ikumi na 
yɨmwɨ 

14 ikumi na 
bhane 

ikumi ne 
ene 

ikumi na ane ikumi na 
bhene 

ikumi ni 
inye 

 
Additional numerals, with class 9/10 inflection, are as follows. 
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20 merongo ɨbhɨrɨ 
21 merongo ɨbhɨrɨ na yɨmwɨ 
30 merongo ɨtatʉ 
40 merongo ene 
50 merongo ɨtaanʉ 
60 merongo ɨsaasabha 
100 igana12 
1000 ikikwɨ 

Ordinal numbers begin with the prefix ka- and are followed by the root of the 
cardinal number.  For example: umwɨri gwa kabhɨrɨ ‘the second month.’ 

4. Tense/Aspect/Mood 

4.1 Basic forms 

Ikizu has a past tense, a non-past tense, and several different moods and aspects.  
Each verb form is illustrated below with the 3PL subject prefix bha- and the verb 
root mar ‘finish’. For each example, the first line shows the orthographic form, the 
second shows the constituent morphemes of each form13, and then each morpheme 
is glossed. The template column shows the combination of affixes which make up 
each verb form, including the subject agreement prefix (SBJ) and the verb root (R). 
 

                                                 
12 The word igana is a class 5 noun, with the plural magana ‘hundreds’. In many contexts the 
singular forms is pronounced without the r prefix, but when it occurs with the demonstrative it is 
pronounced as its fuller form rigana. 
13The example verbs are simply broken up into morphemes; underlying forms of morphemes are not 
represented. Morphophonemic alternations (e.g. vowel harmony) are not dealt with here.  
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TAM Template mara ‘finish’  
past (PST) SBJ-a-R-irɨ bhaamarirɨ  

 bha-a-mar-irɨ  
 3PL-PST-finish-PST  

  ‘they finished’ / ‘they had finished’  
 *This past tense form is often replaced by the narrative –ka- in 

main clauses, but it still occurs frequently in relative clauses. It 
also functions as a contracted version of the past anterior 
compound form (see section 4.4 for the full form). 

    
anterior (ANT) SBJ-R-irɨ bhamarirɨ  
  bha-mar-irɨ  
  3PL-finish-ANT  
  ‘they have finished  
    
narrative (NAR) SBJ-ka-R-a bhakamara  
  bha-ka-mar-a  
  3PL-NAR-finish-FV  
  ‘they finished’  
 *This also commonly functions as the past tense. 
  
non-past (NPST) SBJ-ra-R-a bharamara  

 bha-ra-mar-a  
 3PL-NPST-finish-FV  

  ‘they are finishing’ / ‘they will finish’ 
 *As a single-word form, this functions as a present or future 

tense. As the second word in a compound verb, it functions as a 
progressive aspect. 
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relative non-past  
(REL.NPST) 

SBJ-kʉ-R-a bhakʉmara  
 bha-kʉ-mar-a  
 3PL-REL.NPST-finish-FV  
 ‘(when) they finish’ 

*This form only occurs in dependent clauses, either in a single-
word verb, in which case it is non-past, or in the second word of 
a compound form, in which case it is progressive aspect. Single-
word forms can also have a simultaneous meaning. 

    
Present (PRS) SBJ-a-R-a twarora  
  tw-a-ror-a  
  1PL-PRS-see-FV  
  ‘we see’  
 *This form is a vast present and is not very common. 
    
habitual (HAB) SBJ-haa-R-a bhahaamara 
  bha-haa-mar-a 
  3PL-HAB-finish-FV 
  ‘they finish (often)’ 
   
Conditional 1 
(COND) 

SBJ-raa-R-ɨ bharaamarɨ  
 bha-raa-mar-ɨ  
 3PL-COND-finish-SBJV  
  ‘if they finish’  

 *This form functions as a conditional in main clauses, but it can 
also occur as a future tense in relative clauses. 

Conditional 2 
(COND) 

SBJ-rɨɨ-R-ɨ bharɨɨmarɨ  
 bha-rɨɨ-mar-ɨ  

  3PL-COND-finish-SBJV  
  ‘they will finish’  
 *There are very few examples of this form. It has an identical 

meaning to the first conditional form. Note the related 
conjunction arɨɨbhɨ, translated as ‘if,’ as well as ‘s/he will be.’ 
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Hypothetical 
(HYP) 

SBJ-nga-R-irɨ bhangabʉnɨkirɨ  
 bha-nga-bʉnɨk-irɨ  

  3PL-HYP-be available-HYP  
  ‘they would be available’  
    
Subjunctive 
(SBJV) 

SBJ-R-ɨ bhamarɨ  
 bha-mar-ɨ  

  3PL-finish-SBJV  
  ‘they should finish’  
  
Imperative (IMP) R-a mara  
  mar-a  
  finish-FV  
  ‘finish!’  
 

4.2 Negative verbs 

Negative verbal constructions are usually made by adding the prefix ta- to the verb, 
after the subject prefix but before the TAM prefix.  The non-past form is more 
complex in that the ra- prefix in the affirmative is replaced with the relative non-
past prefix kʉ- when negated, likely pointing to kʉ- as the historical non-past 
marker even in main clauses. Similarly, the narrative prefix ka-, which is often used 
as a general past tense, does not occur when negated. Instead, we see the historical 
a- -ire past tense form in the negative. 
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 Affirmative  Negative  
SBJV bhamarɨ 

bha-mar-ɨ 
‘they should 
finish’ 

bhatamara 
bha-ta-mar-a 

‘they should not    
 finish’ 

NPST bharamara 
bha-ra-mar-a 

‘they are 
finishing’ 

bhatakʉmara 
bha-ta-kʉ-mar-a 

‘they are not 
finishing’ 

NAR/ 
PST 

bhakamara 
bha-ka-mar-a 

‘they finished’ bhataamarirɨ 
bha-ta-a-mar-irɨ  

‘they did not finish’ 

ANT bhamarirɨ 
bha-mar-irɨ 

‘they have 
finished’ 

bhatamarirɨ 
bha-ta-mar-irɨ  

‘they have not 
finished’ 

HAB bhahaamara 
bha-haa-mar-a 

‘they finish 
(often)’ 

bhatahaamara 
bha-ta-haa-mar-a 

‘they do not finish 
(often)’ 

 

4.3 Copular verbs 

The most common Ikizu copular verb is nɨ, which is used in the present tense for all 
persons, singular and plural.  There are also several other copular forms, as shown 
below. The root bha ‘be’ is used for all tenses and aspects below except for the past 
tense, for which the root rɨ is used. 
 
 NPST REL.NPST PST NAR/PST FUT/COND 
1SG nɨrabha nɨkʉbha naarɨ nɨkabha nɨrɨɨbhɨ 
2SG ʉrabha ʉkʉbha waarɨ ʉkabha ʉrɨɨbhɨ 
3SG arabha akʉbha aarɨ akabha arɨɨbhɨ 
1PL tʉrabha tʉkʉbha twarɨ tʉkabha tʉrɨɨbhɨ 
2PL mʉrabha mʉkʉbha mwarɨ mʉkabha mʉrɨɨbhɨ 
3PL bharabha bhakʉbha bhaarɨ bhakabha bharɨɨbhɨ 
 
Like other negative verbs, negative copular verbs have a ta- prefix after the subject 
prefix.  Non-past and relative non-past verbs have the same negative form, and past 
and narrative have the same negative form, as shown below. 
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 NPST negative PST negative FUT negative 
1SG nɨtakʉbha nɨtaarɨ nɨtabha 
2SG ʉtakʉbha ʉtaarɨ ʉtabha 
3SG atakʉbha ataarɨ atabha 
1PL tʉtakʉbha tʉtaarɨ tʉtabha 
2PL mʉtakʉbha mʉtaarɨ mʉtabha 
3PL bhatakʉbha bhataarɨ bhatabha 
 
Past and present copular locatives are in the table below.  Present 1 verbs are 
translated into Swahili with ‘-ko,’ as in ‘niko,’ and present 2 are translated as ‘-po’.  
Present 2 is simply present 1 with a locative -ho attached and the subsequent vowel 
harmony lowering the root vowel from rɨ to re.  Present 1 words are generally 
followed by a place name or locative noun.  
 
 present 1 present 2 present 

negative 
past past 

negative 
1SG nɨrɨ nereho nɨtareeho naareho nɨtaareho 
2SG ʉrɨ oreho ʉtareeho waareho ʉtaareho 
3SG arɨ areho atareeho aareho  ataareho 
1PL tʉrɨ toreho tʉtareeho twareho tʉtaareho 
2PL mʉrɨ moreho mʉtareeho mwareho mʉtaareho 
3PL bharɨ bhareho bhatareeho bhaareho  bhataareho 
 
Note that there is another common way to form the past tense locative copula. 
Aside from the single-word forms given above, a compound form can be used, 
composed of the past copula followed by the present copular locative, e.g. 3SG aarɨ 
areho ‘s/he was there’ and 3PL bhaarɨ bhareho ‘they were there’. 

4.4 Compound verbs 

There are many possible combinations of tenses and aspects used to create 
compound verbs.  When two verbs are used to express a tense/aspect combination, 
the first verb in the construction is copula (see §4.3 above) and carries either past or 
non-past tense marking. (Noteː when the non-past tense is used in a compound 
construction, it usually has a future meaning.) The second word carries the lexical 
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verb and is marked for aspect. The chart below shows the results when the tenses 
(left column) are combined with two of the more common aspects (top row). 
 
           Aspect 
Tense 

Anterior 
-irɨ 

Progressive 
ra- 

Past  
a-  -irɨ 

bhaarɨ bhamarirɨ 
bha-a-rɨ      bha-mar-irɨ 
3PL-PST-be  3PL-finish-ANT 
‘they had finished’ 

bhaarɨ bharamara 
bha-a-rɨ      bha-ra-tuk-a 
3PL-PST-be   3PL-PROG-finish-FV 
‘they were finishing’ 

Non-past 
ra-   -a 

arabha amarirɨ  
a-ra-bha       a-mar-irɨ 
3SG-NPST-be  3SG-finish-ANT 
‘he will have finished’ 

ʉrabha uriibhʉra 
ʉ-ra-bha       ʉ-ra-ibhʉr-a 
2SG-NPST-be  2SG-PROG-give birth-FV 
‘you will be giving birth’ 

 

5. Verbal extensions 

The common verbal extensions are shown with the low-vowel stem mara ‘finish,’ 
exemplifying the most basic form of each suffix.  
 
Basic Form ʉkʉmara ‘to finish’ 
Causative      -i ʉkʉmarya ‘to cause to finish’ 
Passive         -u ʉkʉmarwa ‘to be finished’ 
Applicative   -ɨr ʉkʉmarɨra ‘to finish for’ 
Stative          -ɨk ʉkʉmarɨka ‘to be finished’ 
Reciprocal    -an ʉkʉmarana ‘to finish each other’ 
 
Vowels in both the verb root and the extensions can undergo vowel harmony.  The 
applicative and stative extensions can lower to –er and –ek following verb roots 
with e and o. For example, see the extensions with the verb stem gega. 
 
Basic Form okogega ‘to carry’ 
Applicative   -er okogegera ‘to carry for’ 
Stative          -ek okogegeka ‘to be carried’ 
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The causative and passive extensions usually cause vowel raising in verbs with ɨ and 
ʉ in the root.  For example, see the root vowel changes in different forms of the 
verb stem hɨta. 
 
Basic Form ʉkʉhɨta ‘to pass’ 
Causative      -i ukuhitya ‘to cause to pass’ 
Passive         -u ukuhitwa ‘to be passed’ 
 

6. Relative clauses 

Relative clauses are formed with a demonstrative, which functions as a relative 
pronoun. Proximal (PROX) demonstratives are most commonly used as relativizers, 
but referential (REF) and distal (DIST) demonstratives are also used.  A variety of 
verbal forms can occur in relative clauses, as shown in the following examples: 
 
 abhaatʉ bhanʉ bhaarɨ harya     ‘the people who were there (PST)’ 

bhanʉ mʉkʉrɨra     ‘those who cry (REL.NPST)’ 
gʉnʉ gukuhuza   ‘which smells (REL.NPST)’ 
kɨnʉ mbwɨnɨ    ‘which I found (ANT)’ 

 wʉnʉ akunyihɨra zeng’aranga   ‘(the one) who is digging up (REL.NPST)  
peanuts’ 

 
Note that the relative clause construction is also used for temporal adverbial 
clauses, which are discussed in the following section.  

7. Temporal Adverbial Clauses 

A very common type of temporal adverbial clause is formed in the same way as a 
relative clause. It uses the relativizer hanʉ, the proximal demonstrative for class 16.  
The verb is usually anterior or past anterior, although there are examples of several 
other types of verbs also being used on occasion. Past and anterior forms are used 
for completed events, whereas the REL.NPST form is used for simultaneous events.  In 
the following examples, the verb type is shown in the gloss.  
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hanʉ bhahikirɨ    ‘when they arrived (ANT)’ 
hanʉ ɨnzara yasikirɨ   ‘when hunger entered (PST) 
hanʉ bhaahikirɨ  ‘when they had arrived (PST.ANT)’ 
hanʉ aarɨ aratimbana ‘when she was struggling (PST.PROG)’ 
hanʉ gakuuza  ‘when it comes (REL.NPST)’ 

 
Another common temporal construction involves the general present (PRS) form of 
the verb za ‘come’ followed by an infinitive. For example: 
 

aaza kuhika    ‘when s/he arrived’ (literally ‘s/he comes to arrive’) 
aaza komotema   ‘when he hit him’  (literally ‘s/he comes to hit him’) 
twaaza kʉhɨta ‘when we passed’  (literally ‘we come to pass’) 
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Abbreviations 

1 first person; Class 1 NPST  non-past 
2 second person; Class 2 PL plural 
3 third person; Class 3 PRS present tense 
4 Class 4, etc PROG progressive 
ANT anterior PROX proximal demonstrative 
COND  conditional  PS passive 
DIST distal demonstrative PST past 
FUT future R root 
FV final vowel REF referential demonstrative 
HAB habitual REL relative 
HYP hypothetical SBJ subject 
IMP imperative SBJV subjunctive  
INF infinitive SG singular 
NAR  narrative  TAM tense, aspect, mood 
NC noun class   
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